
4154  Concordance Study

4154 Mt 7:25 blew

4154 Mt 7:27 blew

4154 Lu 12:55 blow

4154 Joh 3:8 bloweth

4154 Joh 6:18 blew

4154 Ac 27:40 wind

4154 Re 7:1 blow

 

~~~~~~

 4154.  Strong's Dictionary Study

4154. pneo {pneh'-o}; a primary word; to breathe hard, i.e.
breeze: --blow. Compare 5594.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 4154 -- blow.

4153   Interlinear Index Study

4153  1CO 002 014 But the natural <5591 -psuchikos -> man <0444 -
anthropos -> receiveth <1209 -dechomai -> not the things of the
Spirit <4151 -pneuma -> of God <2316 -theos -> :  for they are
foolishness <3472 -moria -> unto him :  neither <3756 -ou -> can
<1410 -dunamai -> he know <1097 -ginosko ->  [ them ]  ,  
because <3754 -hoti -> they are spiritually <{4153} -pneumatikos
-> discerned <0350 -anakrino -> .

4153  REV 011 008 And their dead <4430 -ptoma -> bodies <4430 -
ptoma ->  [ shall lie ]  in the street <4113 -plateia -> of the
great <3173 -megas -> city <4172 -polis -> ,  which <3748 -
hostis -> spiritually <{4153} -pneumatikos -> is called <2564 -
kaleo -> Sodom <4670 -Sodoma -> and Egypt <0125 -Aiguptos -> ,  
where <3699 -hopou -> also <2532 -kai -> our Lord <2962 -kurios -
> was crucified <4717 -stauroo -> .

 

~~~~~~

  pneo 4154 -- blow.
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* blew , 1920 , 4154 , 5285 ,

* blow , 4154 ,

* bloweth , 4154 ,

* wind , 0416 , 0417 , 4151 , 4154 , 4157 ,

 

~~~~~~

   blow 4154 #  Expanded Dictionary Study

  blow 4154 # pneo {pneh'-o}; a primary word; to breathe hard, i.
e. breeze: -- {blow}. Compare 5594.[ql

  blow 5285 # hupopneo {hoop-op-neh'-o}; from 5259 and 4154; to
breathe gently, i.e. breeze: -- {blow} softly.[ql

  breath 4157 # pnoe {pno-ay'}; from 4154; respiration, a breeze:
 -- {breath}, wind.[ql

  breathe 1709 # empneo {emp-neh'-o}; from 1722 and 4154; to
inhale, i.e. (figuratively) to be animated by (bent upon): --
{breathe}.[ql

  by 2315 # theopneustos {theh-op'-nyoo-stos}; from 2316 and a
presumed derivative of 4154; divinely breathed in: -- given {by}
inspiration of God.[ql

  by 4155 # pnigo {pnee'-go}; strengthened from 4154; to wheeze,
i.e. (cause. by implication) to throttle or strangle (drown): --
choke, take {by} the throat.[ql

  choke 4155 # pnigo {pnee'-go}; strengthened from 4154; to
wheeze, i.e. (cause. by implication) to throttle or strangle
(drown): -- {choke}, take by the throat.[ql

  cold 5594 # psucho {psoo'-kho}; a primary verb; to breathe
(voluntarily but gently, thus differing on the one hand from
4154, which denotes properly a forcible respiration; and on the
other from the base of 109, which refers properly to an
inanimate breeze), i.e. (by implication of reduction of
temperature by evaporation) to chill (figuratively): -- wax
{cold}.[ql

  blow 4154 # pneo {pneh'-o}; a primary word; to breathe hard, i.
e. breeze: -- {blow}. Compare 5594.[ql

  blow 5285 # hupopneo {hoop-op-neh'-o}; from 5259 and 4154; to
breathe gently, i.e. breeze: -- {blow} softly.[ql

  ghost 1606 # ekpneo {ek-pneh'-o}; from 1537 and 4154; to
expire: -- give up the {ghost}.[ql

  ghost 4151 # pneuma {pnyoo'-mah}; from 4154; a current of air,
i.e. breath (blast) or a breeze; by analogy or figuratively, a
spirit, i.e. (human) the rational soul, (by implication) vital
principle, mental disposition, etc., or (superhuman) an angel,
demon, or (divine) God, Christ's spirit, the Holy Spirit: --
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{ghost}, life, spirit(-ual, -ually), mind. Compare 5590.[ql

  give 1606 # ekpneo {ek-pneh'-o}; from 1537 and 4154; to expire:
 -- {give} up the ghost.[ql

  given 2315 # theopneustos {theh-op'-nyoo-stos}; from 2316 and
a presumed derivative of 4154; divinely breathed in: -- {given}
by inspiration of God.[ql

  God 2315 # theopneustos {theh-op'-nyoo-stos}; from 2316 and a
presumed derivative of 4154; divinely breathed in: -- given by
inspiration of {God}.[ql

  inspiration 2315 # theopneustos {theh-op'-nyoo-stos}; from
2316 and a presumed derivative of 4154; divinely breathed in: --
given by {inspiration} of God.[ql

  life 4151 # pneuma {pnyoo'-mah}; from 4154; a current of air,
i.e. breath (blast) or a breeze; by analogy or figuratively, a
spirit, i.e. (human) the rational soul, (by implication) vital
principle, mental disposition, etc., or (superhuman) an angel,
demon, or (divine) God, Christ's spirit, the Holy Spirit: --
ghost, {life}, spirit(-ual, -ually), mind. Compare 5590.[ql

  mind 4151 # pneuma {pnyoo'-mah}; from 4154; a current of air,
i.e. breath (blast) or a breeze; by analogy or figuratively, a
spirit, i.e. (human) the rational soul, (by implication) vital
principle, mental disposition, etc., or (superhuman) an angel,
demon, or (divine) God, Christ's spirit, the Holy Spirit: --
ghost, life, spirit(-ual, -ually), {mind}. Compare 5590.[ql

  of 2315 # theopneustos {theh-op'-nyoo-stos}; from 2316 and a
presumed derivative of 4154; divinely breathed in: -- given by
inspiration {of} God.[ql

  softly 5285 # hupopneo {hoop-op-neh'-o}; from 5259 and 4154;
to breathe gently, i.e. breeze: -- blow {softly}.[ql

  spirit 4151 # pneuma {pnyoo'-mah}; from 4154; a current of air,
 i.e. breath (blast) or a breeze; by analogy or figuratively, a
spirit, i.e. (human) the rational soul, (by implication) vital
principle, mental disposition, etc., or (superhuman) an angel,
demon, or (divine) God, Christ's spirit, the Holy Spirit: --
ghost, life, {spirit}(-ual, -ually), mind. Compare 5590.[ql

  take 4155 # pnigo {pnee'-go}; strengthened from 4154; to
wheeze, i.e. (cause. by implication) to throttle or strangle
(drown): -- choke, {take} by the throat.[ql

  the 1606 # ekpneo {ek-pneh'-o}; from 1537 and 4154; to expire:
-- give up {the} ghost.[ql

  the 4155 # pnigo {pnee'-go}; strengthened from 4154; to wheeze,
 i.e. (cause. by implication) to throttle or strangle (drown): --
 choke, take by {the} throat.[ql

  throat 4155 # pnigo {pnee'-go}; strengthened from 4154; to
wheeze, i.e. (cause. by implication) to throttle or strangle
(drown): -- choke, take by the {throat}.[ql

  up 1606 # ekpneo {ek-pneh'-o}; from 1537 and 4154; to expire: -
- give {up} the ghost.[ql

  wax 5594 # psucho {psoo'-kho}; a primary verb; to breathe
(voluntarily but gently, thus differing on the one hand from
4154, which denotes properly a forcible respiration; and on the
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other from the base of 109, which refers properly to an
inanimate breeze), i.e. (by implication of reduction of
temperature by evaporation) to chill (figuratively): -- {wax}
cold.[ql

  wind 4157 # pnoe {pno-ay'}; from 4154; respiration, a breeze: -
- breath, {wind}.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 4154. Cross Reference Study

4154.

4154 pneo  * blew , 1920 epiginomai  , {4154 pneo } , 5285
hupopneo  ,

4154 pneo  * blow , {4154 pneo } ,

4154 pneo  * bloweth , {4154 pneo } ,

4154 pneo  * wind , 0416 anemizo  , 0417 anemos  , 4151 pneuma  ,
 {4154 pneo } , 4157 pnoe  ,

 

~~~~~~

 4154 - pneo -  Mat 07:25 blew

4154 - pneo -  Mat 07:27 blew

4154 - pneo -  Joh 06:18 blew

4154 - pneo -  Luk 12:55 blow

4154 - pneo -  Rev 07:01 blow

4154 - pneo -  Joh 03:08 bloweth

4154 - pneo -  Act 27:40 wind
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